FRENCH   POLITICAL  THOUGHT
Freedom must, however, be carefully distinguished from
democracy, for the latter is " envious—that is, equalitarian—•
where freedom by its very nature protests ceaselessly against
the tyrannical and brutal levelling of equality/' It leads, in
fact, to despotism, to equality under tyranny; after having
proclaimed that 1848 was the accession of Christian thought
to the government of society (the counterfeit small change of
the Gospel) the same people now profess the way of perpetual
dictatorship in the name and in the interests of that religion
that has always been its victim: for the challenge is here
sharply flung against those who believe the new despotism will
help the Church—" experience has shown that the whole idea
of absolute power has sprung from war against the Church.
. . . Wherever the Church is in slavery its captor has been
absolute power, never a revolutionary system."1 The latter is
in fact the only system that really guarantees the freedom of
the Church, because it enables society to control the Govern-
ment ; it is the only one which is consistent with the clamour
for freedom which has been going on ever since 1814. You used
to be told (between 1814 and 1830) that you clamoured for
freedom only because you were the weaker and that you would
deny it as soon as you were the stronger. What are you going
to do now? If you turn your back on liberty you are untrue to
yourselves, you justify all those criticisms, and you drive the
mass headlong in disgust and revolt to Socialism.
The immediate effect of the publication of the InterSts
catholiques was to create a split in the hitherto united " Catholic
party/* that union of all Catholic forces which, founded on the
collapse of Lamennais' extreme Liberalism, had succeeded in
wresting educational freedom from the Republican Government
All agreed in the fact that the party was now really defunct. By
its very nature it had been only a temporary association, held
1 As always, Montalembert tended to see In England the true working of
the system. " More than any other country has she kept the true spirit of
mediaeval Catholicism" (Sur FAngleterre^* 206). In October 1858, for
writing in the Correspondent that he had " gone to take a bath of freedom
in England/' he was condemned to six months* imprisonment and a fine of
3000 francs, but Napoleon pardoned him very shortly after.

